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Abstract

Companies with large amounts of orders face challenges in efficiently
optimizing ordering future inventory while minimizing and protecting
themselves against risk. In this simple example, we look to provide a
flexible framework solver that provides an optimal product order across
multiple suppliers. This framework minimizes risk in both lead times and
product quality, subject to constraints in capital and inventory needs.

1 Setup & Definitions

Let K be the set of SKU’s that a given company is interested in purchasing
among N different suppliers, where the cardinality of each set is k and n re-
spectively . We then denote θi,j to be the quantity of an order to buy product
i from supplier j, where i ∈ [1, k] and j ∈ [1, n]. We can then represent a total
potential order from the company across all these options as the following order
vector defined as follows:

~o =



θ1,1
θ2,1

...
θk,1
θ1,2

...
θk−1,n

θk,n


The price for each product k from supplier n, denoted pk,n can be stored in

a similar format to vector ~o such that that the total cost c of an order can be
found with < ~o · ~p >= c.

This project assumes that we have a past repository of orders, as well as
manufacturing specifications on lead times and QA/defect rates. Through past
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historical data along with common statistical methods, we could form an esti-
mate of the expected excess lead times and defect rate. We can denote ηk,n to
be the expected excess lead time of product k from supplier n, and similarly τk,n
being the expected defect rate. We encapsulate this information in the vectors
ηk,n ∈ ~l and τk,n ∈ ~q.

Lastly we have an order requirement, ~r. Note that the vectors ~o, ~p,~l, and ~q
are of length kn. However the order requirement is unique because it represents
the final amount of SKU’s that must be ordered, without regard of where they
came from. As such ~r is of length k with rk being the amount of product k
required to be placed in the order. We note then that an order must be such
that ~r ≤ R~o where R is a block matrix defined as:

R = [I, I, . . . , I]

Note that I is of size (k, k), and when stacked to make a row matrix R is of
size (k, kn) leaving us with the desired conversion from ~o to our resulting order
quantity for each product, which should be always greater than or equal to ~r.

2 Defining the problem

Now given the necessary definitions, we have the following cost function, given
a specific order ~o:

f(~o) = λ < ~o ·~l > +(1− λ) < ~o · ~q >

This represents the total amount of risk in unexpected lead times along
with defection rates among products. Using this we can then turn it into a
minimization problem with constraints on capital and ordering requirements.
Additionally depending on preference for lead time variations or QA defection
types, we have allowed for an adjusting parameter λ ∈ [0, 1] that allows us
more heavily weight our risk minimization against one or the other. A λ = 0
represents only factoring in defection rates, while λ = 1 only factors in lead time
risk. The final optimization problem then becomes:

minimize f(~o) = λ < ~o ·~l > +(1− λ) < ~o · ~q > subject to:

~r = R~o

~0 ≤ ~o
~0 ≤ c− < ~o · ~p >

(1)

Note the first constraint is what ensures we order the SKU’s we need, and
nothing more. The second and third constraints keep our orders to be strictly
positive, and that we don’t spend more capital than we have allocated for the
order. Thus we have sufficient structure to find the best order ~o such that risk
is minimized.
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